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● constructive nature of cognition
– clearly if you are a designer ... graphics, 

construction … and you want to sketch your ideas 
…

– but also including perception! (to a large part)

motivation



  



  



  



  

● If you are a designer ... graphics, construction 
… and you want to sketch your ideas …

What kind of cognition is happening?

A) Imagining

B) Sketching
● sensorimotor skills, involving hand, pen, paper
● symbolizing skills ( 3D → 2D )

C) Interacting with growing sketch
● feedback: sets constraints for next lines; one may also 

recognize discrepancies

motivation



  

sketching

● … a huge skill-set underlies such a simple 
sketch



  

● Developmental perspective
– basic skills (scribbles, hand-eye coordination)

– elementary shapes

– methods of composition

– symbolizing

– spatial conventions

– basic symbols

sketching

Machón, A. (2013). Children's Drawings: The Genesis and Nature of Graphic 
Representation: A Developmental Study. Madrid, Fíbulas.



  

● Developmental perspective
– basic skills (scribbles, hand-eye coordination)

sketching



  

● Developmental perspective
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● Developmental perspective
– elementary shapes

(age 3-4)

sketching



  

● Developmental perspective
– methods of composition

(age 2-4)
● e.g. containment,

concatenation, …

sketching



  

● Developmental perspective
– methods of composition

(age 2-4)
● e.g. containment,

concatenation, …

sketching



  

● Developmental perspective
– methods of composition

(age 2-4)
● e.g. surrounding,

division, concatenation, …

sketching



  

● Developmental perspective
– symbolizing

● saying „this is a X“ without any similarity
– scribbles used as referents of objects, sensations, or feelings

sketching



  

● Developmental perspective
– symbolizing

● represent real actions and movements through the 
movement involved in drawing

sketching



  

● Developmental perspective
– symbolizing

● represent real actions and movements through the 
movement involved in drawing

sketching



  

● Developmental perspective
– symbolizing

● structural analogies through combinatory operations (e.g. 
concatenating rectangles for the waggons of a train)

sketching



  

● Developmental perspective
– symbolizing

● resemblance with the object, recognizable by any 
observer

sketching



  

● Developmental perspective
– symbolizing

● resemblance with the object, recognizable by any 
observer

sketching



  

● Developmental perspective
– spatial conventions

● spatial relations stand for different structural relations: 
some of these spatial as well, others functional (e.g. how 
parts have to be connected such)

● spatial conventions: 3D up/down = 2D up/down; 3D depth 
or front/behind = 2D up/down + overlap, size, etc.

sketching



  

● Developmental perspective
– spatial conventions

sketching



  

● Developmental perspective
– spatial conventions

sketching



  

● Developmental perspective
– basic symbols

sketching



  

Is this the end of the story?

sketching
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● If you are a designer ... graphics, construction 
… and you want to sketch your ideas …

What kind of cognition is happening?

A) Imagining

B) Sketching
● sensorimotor skills, involving hand, pen, paper
● symbolizing skills ( 3D → 2D )

C) Interacting with growing sketch
● feedback: sets constraints for next lines; one may also 

recognize discrepancies

motivation



  

mental images?



  

● you can productively use imagery
– examples:

● imagine leaving the building
● imagine the spatial layout of the building
● imagine the shortest way to leave

● imagery is functional, not epiphenomenal

imagery works …



  

Imagine the letter Y. Put a small circle at the 
bottom of it. Add a horizontal line halfway up. 
Now rotate the figure 180 degrees.

Does this remind you of something?

imagery works …

Ronald A. Finke, Steven Pinker, and Martha J. Farah. Reinterpreting Visual 
Patterns in Mental Imagery. Cognitive Science, 13:51–78, 1989.



  

imagery works …

Ronald A. Finke, Steven Pinker, and Martha J. Farah. Reinterpreting Visual 
Patterns in Mental Imagery. Cognitive Science, 13:51–78, 1989.



  

The argument goes like this
● the recognition of the stick figure does not rest 

upon semantic information, as it would in the 
following task:

“Imagine two legs on a torso, add two arms and 
a head: what have you got?”

● but on cognitive operations with visuospatial 
information

imagery works …



  

… but how does it work?



  

… but how does it work?

● „received view“: one operates with images



  

… but how does it work?

● „received view“: one operates with images

Depictive theory
● in mental imagery, one makes up an image 

similar to an external image and inspects it
● two kinds of operations:

   a) image-construction operations

   b) subsequent inspection of the image, analogous 
       to visual perception

Stephen Michael Kosslyn. The Medium and the Message in Mental Imagery: A 
Theory. Psychological Review, 88(1):46–66, 1981.



  

… but how does it work?

Problems with the depicitve theory
● how to store images?
● how to retrieve images?
● how to reason with images?

Pylyshyn, Zenon W (1973). "What the mind's eye tells the mind's brain: a critique 
of mental imagery". Psychological Bulletin. 80: 1–24.



  

… but how does it work?

More problems with the depicitve theory
● images fade

– „they are transient and begin to decay as soon as 
they are activated“ (Kosslyn)

● have to be frequently reconstructed



  

… but how does it work?

More problems with the depicitve theory
● fading seems to be a flaw to what otherwise 

could be a pretty useful imagery faculty
● in imagery, one experiences this as a nuisance



  

shift the perspective

• away from the supposed presence of images

• focus on the reconstruction operations



  

imagery operations

• Interview people
• with a more complicated task

• ask them what happens while they solve the task

Schneider, S.; Krumnack, U. & Kühnberger. Dynamic Assembly of Figures in 
Visuospatial Reasoning Proceedings of Shapes 2.0, 2013, 1007, 137-141.

Schneider, S. Vorstellen als räumlich-zeitliches Konstruieren - Vorschlag zu 
einem Perspektivwechsel. In: Selbstbeobachtung - Oswald Wieners 
Denkpsychologie, Eder, T. & Raab, T. (Eds.) Suhrkamp, 2015, 373-386.



  

Imagine a square.

Imagine its vertical lines being separated each into 
three parts of equal length.

Now connect the resulting division marks by two 
horizontal lines, such that the square is divided into 
three identical rectangles.

Now add the two diagonals to the square.

→ How many triangles does the pattern contain?

imagery operations

Oswald Wiener. Materialien zu meinem Buch Vorstellungen, TU Wien, 2000.



  

imagery operations



  

imagery operations

Caveat

I am not interested in how many triangles you 
find, but in your reports of what happens while 
you try to do so



  

imagery operations

● mentally constructing the figure seams feasible

„Well … I have to … juggle a bit to keep the 
components in focus. Everything is there. But I 
successively imagine how the horizontal lines join 
the square, and how the diagonals cross these 
lines, that’s all a bit waggly.“



  

imagery operations

● however, when asked to count the triangles, the 
picture changes

„I lose the whole image. It isn’t as clear as before 
any more.“

„Can you still examine it?“

„Yes, but I have to build it up anew. And in 
considering a detail of the image I … somehow 
have to retrace the constituents, for example 
putting in the diagonal again.“



  

imagery operations

Quick summmary
● lose the whole image
● construct it anew
● more precicely, one constructs parts.
● the task (finding triangles) guides the 

construction

➔ instead of looking at the image and recognizing 
triangles, subjects actively try to construct 
triangles from the given material.



  

imagery operations

„There is another idea - to search for another line with 
which the diagonal can form a triangle – there have to be 
more, because the diagonals cross (the lines of) the two 
horizontal lines. I begin in the upper left corner and … 
trace the diagonal … and it goes a level deeper, and forms 
a triangle where it crosses the second horizontal line.

… I didn’t really search for the horizontal line, but looked 
how the diagonal runs, whether it could form a triangle 
somewhere. I trace lines, of which I should already know 
how they run.

… Then I felt reminded of the symmetry, and the thought 
comes up that there have to be four of them.“
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imagery operations

„There is another idea - to search for another line with 
which the diagonal can form a triangle – there have to be 
more, because the diagonals cross (the lines of) the two 
horizontal lines. I begin in the upper left corner and … 
trace the diagonal … and it goes a level deeper, and forms 
a triangle where it crosses the second horizontal line.

… I didn’t really search for the horizontal line, but looked 
how the diagonal runs, whether it could form a triangle 
somewhere. I trace lines, of which I should already know 
how they run.

… Then I felt reminded of the symmetry, and the thought 
comes up that there have to be four of them.“



  

imagery operations

Dynamic assembly
● start with a prototypical idea (e.g. follow 

diagonal to find more triangles)
● instantiate it through making up an occurent 

representation (mental image) of the relevant 
parts
– not deduction, but bringing things together

● whole figure and task are in „background“
– one is oriented towards these, and makes use of 

their constructive constituents



  

imagery operations

Dynamic assembly
● tasks, prototypes, generalizations, heuristics 

scaffold the assembly
● the assembly process breaks the figure down 

into simple subconstructs, which indeed are 
being recognized (as in the case of the stick 
figure)



  

conclusion

● in imagery, one actively attempts to assemble 
an intended structure; but one does not simply 
„see“ it

● operations of type a) – image construction, and 
b) – image perception are being reversed

➔ we do not make an image to see something, 
but we want to see something, and in the 
absence of a visual stimulus, we have to 
construct s.th. that fits



  

consequences

Is the visual metaphor – imagery as internalized 
perception – therefore invalid?
● NO. Because perception is constructive in the 

first place. Perception is not a passive uptake of 
information, but of explorative nature:
– “scene representations are no (…) structures built 

up from eye movements and attentional shifts, but 
rather, are structures that guide such activities“ 
(Rensink)

Ronald A. Rensink. The dynamic representation of scenes. Visual Cognition, 7(1-
3):17–42, 2000.



  



  

consequences

There is a missing piece: if perception as well as 
imagery are about exploration, what is being 
explored in the case of imagery?



  

consequences

There is a missing piece: if perception as well as 
imagery are about exploration, what is being 
explored in the case of imagery?
➔ The dynamic assembly of figures is the 

organism‘s way around the lack of available 
sensor stimulation

➔ I believe this – our construcitve capability – to 
be the core of thought and of what 
„understanding“ means



  

would you ride this bike? is it stable?



  

لك  شكرا
shukran


